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Saints & Sinners - Michelangelo Merisi da
Caravaggio 1999

This exhibition at Boston College's McMullen
Museum of Art (February-May 1999) takes an
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interdisciplinary approach to studying the style,
subject matter, and functions of religious art in
Italy between 1580-1680. The conceptual
centerpiece of the exhibition is Caravaggio's
recently rediscovered The Taking of Christ. The
catalogue reproduces in color all of the paintings
in the exhibition and includes a collection of
essays that analyze how some of the period's
most important artistic, religious, and social
concerns are encapsulated within the various
images. Contributors include Franco Mormando
(Exhibition Organizer and Catalogue Editor),
Gauvin Bailey, Noel Barber, Sergio Benedetti,
Pamela Jones, John W. O'Malley, John Varriano,
Josephine von Henneberg, and Thomas
Worcester.
Fungi of Antarctica - Luiz Henrique Rosa
2019-06-18
This book focuses on the fungi found in one of
the most pristine regions on Earth: Antarctica. It
discusses the fungal occurrence in all substrates
of the region, including soil, seawater, lake and

marine sediments, rocks, ice, and snow. It also
addresses the impact of climate changes on
these organisms, the genomic techniques
developed to study them, and how a number of
compounds, such as antibiotics and enzymes,
produced by the Antarctic fungi can be used in
medicine, agriculture and the chemical industry.
Microbial Interventions in Agriculture and
Environment - Dhananjaya Pratap Singh
2019-11-27
Microbial communities and their functions play a
crucial role in the management of ecological,
environmental and agricultural health on the
Earth. Microorganisms are the key identified
players for plant growth promotion, plant
immunization, disease suppression, induced
resistance and tolerance against stresses as the
indicative parameters of improved crop
productivity and sustainable soil health.
Beneficial belowground microbial interactions
with the rhizosphere help plants mitigate
drought and salinity stresses and alleviate water
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stresses under the unfavorable environmental
conditions in the native soils. Microorganisms
that are inhabitants of such environmental
conditions have potential solutions for them.
There are potential microbial communities that
can degrade xenobiotic compounds, pesticides
and toxic industrial chemicals and help
remediate even heavy metals, and thus they find
enormous applications in environmental
remediation. Microbes have developed intrinsic
metabolic capabilities with specific metabolic
networks while inhabiting under specific
conditions for many generations and, so play a
crucial role. The book Microbial Interventions in
Agriculture and Environment is an effort to
compile and present a great volume of authentic,
high-quality, socially-viable, practical and
implementable research and technological work
on microbial implications. The whole content of
the volume covers protocols, methodologies,
applications, interactions, role and impact of
research and development aspects on microbial

interventions and technological outcomes in
prospects of agricultural and environmental
domain including crop production, plan-soil
health management, food & nutrition, nutrient
recycling, land reclamation, clean water systems
and agro-waste management, biodegradation &
bioremediation, biomass to bioenergy, sanitation
and rural livelihood security. The covered topics
and sub-topics of the microbial domain have
high implications for the targeted and wide
readership of researchers, students, faculty and
scientists working on these areas along with the
agri-activists, policymakers, environmentalists,
advisors etc. in the Government, industries and
non-government level for reference and
knowledge generation.
Child Helpers - David F. Lancy 2020-03-26
In most of the worlds' distinct cultures, children
- from toddlerhood - eagerly volunteer to help
others with their chores. Laboratory research in
child psychology supports the claim that the
helper "stage" is biologically based. This
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Element examines the development of helping in
varied cultural contexts, in particular, reviewing
evidence for supportive environments in the
ethnographic record versus an environment that
extinguishes the drive to be helpful in WEIRD
children. In the last section, the benefits of the
helper stage are discussed, specifically the
development of an ability to work and learn
collaboratively.
Shadows of Progress - Patrick Russell
2019-07-25
Britain emerged from war a changed country,
facing new social, industrial and cultural
challenges. Its documentary film tradition –
established in the 1930s and 1940s around
legendary figures such as Grierson, Rotha and
Jennings – continued evolving, utilising technical
advances, displaying robust aesthetic concerns,
and benefiting from the entry into the industry
of wealthy commercial sponsors. Thousands of
films were seen by millions worldwide. Received
wisdom has been that British documentary went

into swift decline after the war, resurrected only
by Free Cinema and the arrival of television
documentary. Shadows of Progress demolishes
these simplistic assumptions, presenting instead
a complex and nuanced picture of the sponsored
documentary in flux. Patrick Russell and James
Piers Taylor explore the reasons for the period's
critical neglect, and address the sponsorship,
production, distribution and key themes of
British documentary. They paint a vivid picture
of institutions – from public bodies to
multinational industries – constantly redefining
their relationships with film as a form of
enlightened public relations. Many of the issues
that these films addressed could not be more
topical today: the rise of environmentalism; the
balance of state and industry, individual and
community; a nation and a world travelling from
bust to boom and back again. In the second part
of the book, contributors from the curatorial and
academic world provide career biographies of
key film-makers of the period. From Lindsay
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Anderson's lesser-known early career to
neglected film-makers like John Krish, Sarah
Erulkar, Eric Marquis and Derrick Knight, a
kaleidoscopic picture is built up of the myriad
relationships of artist and sponsor.
Microorganisms in Sustainable Agriculture
and Biotechnology - T. Satyanarayana
2012-01-02
This review of recent developments in our
understanding of the role of microbes in
sustainable agriculture and biotechnology covers
a research area with enormous untapped
potential. Chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides and other agricultural inputs derived
from fossil fuels have increased agricultural
production, yet growing awareness and concern
over their adverse effects on soil productivity
and environmental quality cannot be ignored.
The high cost of these products, the difficulties
of meeting demand for them, and their harmful
environmental legacy have encouraged scientists
to develop alternative strategies to raise

productivity, with microbes playing a central
role in these efforts. One application is the use
of soil microbes as bioinoculants for supplying
nutrients and/or stimulating plant growth. Some
rhizospheric microbes are known to synthesize
plant growth-promoters, siderophores and
antibiotics, as well as aiding phosphorous
uptake. The last 40 years have seen rapid strides
made in our appreciation of the diversity of
environmental microbes and their possible
benefits to sustainable agriculture and
production. The advent of powerful new
methodologies in microbial genetics, molecular
biology and biotechnology has only quickened
the pace of developments. The vital part played
by microbes in sustaining our planet’s
ecosystems only adds urgency to this enquiry.
Culture-dependent microbes already contribute
much to human life, yet the latent potential of
vast numbers of uncultured—and thus
untouched—microbes, is enormous. Cultureindependent metagenomic approaches employed
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in a variety of natural habitats have alerted us to
the sheer diversity of these microbes, and
resulted in the characterization of novel genes
and gene products. Several new antibiotics and
biocatalysts have been discovered among
environmental genomes and some products have
already been commercialized. Meanwhile,
dozens of industrial products currently
formulated in large quantities from
petrochemicals, such as ethanol, butanol,
organic acids, and amino acids, are equally
obtainable through microbial fermentation.
Edited by a trio of recognized authorities on the
subject, this survey of a fast-moving field—with
so many benefits within reach—will be required
reading for all those investigating ways to
harness the power of microorganisms in making
both agriculture and biotechnology more
sustainable.
Obeying the Truth - Grazia Mangano Ragazzi
2014-02
Grazia Mangano Ragazzi offers an in-depth

examination of the concept of discretion in the
spiritual writings of Saint Catherine of Siena
(1347-1380), who is honored as one of the few
female ''Doctors'' of the Catholic Church and
who in 2000 was named a co-patroness of
Europe by Pope John Paul II. Despite her
illiteracy, which necessitated that she dictate to
a scribe, Catherine is revered for her writings,
which reveal spiritual reflection of remarkable
depth. At the same time she is an inspiring
example of one who remained active in the
political and ecclesiastical life of her time
without sacrificing an intense contemplative life.
This book investigates the concept of
"discretion," to which Catherine dedicates
chapters IX to XI of her Dialogue and letter 213.
Discretion, Ragazzi argues, is a helpful tool for
interpreting the whole edifice of Catherine's
spirituality. The term evades precise definition
but can be summarized as a form of selfknowledge that leads to an authentic knowledge
of God. Ragazzi first examines the role played by
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scribes in the composition of Catherine's
writings, and whether it is possible to consider
such writings as authentic representations of her
thought, then provides a detailed analysis of
Catherine's works to determine the meaning and
importance of discretion in her spirituality, and
how it relates to the concept of prudence.
Ragazzi finds that the clearest influence on
Catherine's thought was that of Dominican
spirituality: her spiritual director, Raymond of
Capua, was a Dominican, as was the majority of
those belonging to her circle. But Franciscan
mysticism, which was prevalent in religious life
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
also seems to have exerted considerable
influence. Ragazzi's meticulous study shows how
Catherine's way of being a theologian
exemplifies the principle that any person
authentically striving to live a Christian life, if
gifted with great faith and intellectual ability,
can engage in theology in a creative manner
without the abstract and specialized speculation

reserved for academic theologians.
Step-by-Step QFD - John Terninko 2018-05-04
Wouldn't it be great if you could design a
product with the customer in mind - right from
the very start? Well, now there's a way: Quality
Function Development, or QFD, translates the
needs of the consumer directly into the design
and development of new products and services.
By focusing on customer needs and
incorporating them into every phase of the
manufacturing process, it eliminates waste and
improves customer satisfaction. And that means
increased sales, greater profits, and a bigger
share of the market.Step-by-Step QFD is a
practical, hands-on guide to implementing QFD
at any organization. Written by an expert in the
field, it shoes how the intensive study of
consumer needs can be used to help you
dramatically outperform the competition. In fact,
the strategies outlined in this book have already
met with great success at a number of
corporations both within and outside of the
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United States. This workbook includes a case
study of QFD in action, 34 helpful workshops,
and an analysis of the synergy between QFD,
TRIZ, and Taguchi. So whether you're a QFD
trainer, project manager, design engineer, or
manufacturer, Step-by-Step QFD will show you
how to let one voice drive your entire design
process - the customer's!
Printing R-Evolution and Society 1450-1500 Cristina Dondi 2020
Biopolymeric Nanomaterials - Shamsher S.
Kanwar 2021-09-24
Biopolymeric Nanomaterials: Fundamentals and
Applications outlines the fundamental design
concepts and emerging applications of
biopolymeric nanomaterials. The book also
provides information on emerging applications
of biopolymeric nanomaterials, including in
biomedicine, manufacturing and water
purification, as well as assessing their physical,
chemical and biological properties. This is an

important reference source for materials
scientists, engineers and biomedical scientists
who are seeking to increase their understanding
of how polymeric nanomaterials are being used
for a range of biomedical and industrial
applications. Biopolymeric nanomaterials refer
to biocompatible nanomaterials, consisting of
biopolymers, such as protein (silk, collagen,
gelatin, ß-casein, zein, and albumin), proteinmimicked polypeptides and polysaccharides
(chitosan, alginate, pullulan, starch, and
heparin). Biopolymeric nanomaterials may be
used as i) delivery systems for bioactive
compounds in food application, (ii) for delivery
of therapeutic molecules (drugs and genes), or
for (iii) tissue engineering. Provides information
on the design concepts and synthesis of
biopolymeric nanomaterials in biomedical and
industrial applications Highlights the major
properties and processing methods for
biopolymeric nanomaterials Assesses the major
challenges of producing biopolymeric
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nanomaterials on an industrial scale
Bioactive Foods and Extracts - Ronald Ross
Watson 2010-11-11
Though there is considerable historical and
anecdotal record for the use and efficacy of the
cancer preventative properties of vegetables,
fruits, and herbs, modern healthcare
professionals require scientific evidence and
verifiable results to make defensible decisions
on the benefits, risks, and value of botanicals
and their extracts in the prevention and
treatment of cancers. Presenting research-based
evidence of the role of herbs and bioactive foods
in the prevention and treatment of cancer,
Bioactive Foods and Extracts: Cancer Treatment
and Prevention provides the scientific basis for
millennia of empirical evidence. Divided into
four sections, the book begins with a look at
herbal medicines and bioactive foods in cancer
prevention in general including the benefits of
Greco-Arabic and Islamic herbal medicine,
Indian vegetarian diet, and a range of culinary

spices. The second section considers specific
bioactive foods in cancer prevention. Chapters
include in-depth discussions of phytochemicals
and their therapeutic action within the body,
curcumin-mediated cellular response, and the
mechanism and use of prunes and plums,
mushrooms, and tomato-based products. The
third section takes a focused look at certain
cancers such as colon, prostate, breast, and lung
cancer. Substances analyzed include ginseng,
pentacyclic triterpenes from olives, cruciferous
vegetables, and fruit phenolics, as well as
alcohol and its associated risks. The final section
investigates non-botanical supplements
including vitamin D, calcium, selenium, and
probiotics. Providing an important scientific and
evidence-based record on an increasingly
popular branch of modern healthcare, this
indispensible reference brings together the
analytical research of modern science and the
wisdom of herbal and food based medicine and
puts them at your fingertips.
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Fluid Mechanics and Turbomachinery - Bijay
K Sultanian 2021-07-21
Reflecting the author’s years of industry and
teaching experience, Fluid Mechanics and
Turbomachinery features many innovative
problems and their systematically worked
solutions. To understand fundamental concepts
and various conservation laws of fluid mechanics
is one thing, but applying them to solve practical
problems is another challenge. The book covers
various topics in fluid mechanics,
turbomachinery flowpath design, and internal
cooling and sealing flows around rotors and
stators of gas turbines. As an ideal source of
numerous practice problems with detailed
solutions, the book will be helpful to seniorundergraduate and graduate students, teaching
faculty, and researchers engaged in many
branches of fluid mechanics. It will also help
practicing thermal and fluid design engineers
maintain and reinforce their problem-solving
skills, including primary validation of their

physics-based design tools.
The Aura in the Age of Digital Materiality.
Rethinking Preservation in the Shadow of
an Uncertain Future - 2020
This publication focuses on Factum
Foundation?s work to promote the use of highresolution recording, digital restoration and
creative re-materialisation while bringing into
focus the changing attitudes towards owning,
sharing, preserving and displaying cultural
artefacts. It accompanies the exhibition 'La
Riscoperta di un Capolavoro' at Palazzo Fava in
Bologna, which has reunified the sixteen original
panels that still exist from the Polittico Griffoni,
a remarkable example of painting from the
Bolognese Renaissance.0The altarpiece stood in
the Griffoni Chapel in the Church of San
Petronio until it was broken up in 1725. The 16
tempera paintings by Francesco del Cossa and
Ercole de? Roberti will be exhibited together
with 16 facsimiles arranged in what is thought to
be the original configuration of the altarpiece ?
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allowing it to be seen as its patrons and makers
intended.0The aim of the collection of thoughts
and images in this book is to encourage
reflection on the ways that digital technologies
in virtual and physical form, are changing our
approach to the preservation and conservation
of the material evidence of the past.00'The Aura
in the Age of Digital Materiality' brings together
recent projects by Factum and a wonderfully
diverse collection of essays, many written
especially for this book, by collaborators and
friends. Their widely different backgrounds and
disciplines only illustrate the importance of this
subject and the huge range of its
relevance.00Exhibition: Genus Bononiae. Musei
nella città, Bologna, Italy (12.03.-28.06.2020).
Bioinformatics - M. H. Fulekar 2009-03-24
Bioinformatics, computational biology, is a
relatively new field that applies computer
science and information technology to biology.
In recent years, the discipline of bioinformatics
has allowed biologists to make full use of the

advances in Computer sciences and
Computational statistics for advancing the
biological data. Researchers in life sciences
generate, collect and need to analyze an
increasing number of different types of scientific
data, DNA, RNA and protein sequences, in-situ
and microarray gene expression including 3D
protein structures and biological pathways. This
book is aiming to provide information on
bioinformatics at various levels. The chapters
included in this book cover introductory to
advanced aspects, including applications of
various documented research work and specific
case studies related to bioinformatics. This book
will be of immense value to readers of different
backgrounds such as engineers, scientists,
consultants and policy makers for industry,
government, academics and social and private
organisations.
Tales of Britain - Jem Roberts 2019-01-17
77 timeless tales from up and down the length of
Great Britain – Wales, Scotland, Kernow,
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England and the Isles – have been retold for the
21st century by curious storyteller Brother
Bernard, with a tourist guide to the real location
of each folktale included. This road atlas of myth
and mischief allows us to visit famed heroes
King Arthur, Merlin, Robin Hood, Lady Godiva,
Macbeth, Dick Whittington and Jack, but also
those who should be more celebrated, like Molly
Whuppie, Bran the Blessed, Bladud, Taliesin and
Tom Thumb. Since Britain became an island
eight millennia ago, generations of immigrants
have made their home here in Albion, creating
their own stories, which have become part of the
richly stocked treasury of British folklore. Some
are strange, some are sad, some are exciting,
some are scary, many are silly, and at least two
are totally daft. Brother Bernard retells these
restored tales with devotion to the ancient
legends, but with a fresh eye and added anarchic
vim to be enjoyed anew.
Prosocial Development - Laura M. PadillaWalker 2014

Examines a variety of biological, socialization,
and contextual influences on prosocial
development from infancy through young
adulthood. While the definition of prosocial
behavior may seem straight forward, recent
research has highlighted its multifaceted nature.
This volume specifically focuses on the
multidimensionality of prosocial development,
examining different contexts, motivations, types,
and targets of prosocial behavior that are
differentially predicted by socialization and
dispositional characteristics.
Comprehensive Preventive Dentistry - Hardy
Limeback 2012-04-11
Comprehensive Preventive Dentistry provides
oneuser-friendly resource that brings together
information on thescientific basis and clinical
practice of all aspects of preventivedentistry.
This thorough and all-encompassing resource
offerstechniques and strategies for maintaining
excellent oral health inpatients through a
regimen of preventive measures. Comprehensive
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Preventive Dentistry is grounded in apatientcentered, pre-emptive, and minimally invasive
philosophy.The book begins by covering
individual diseases, such as caries,periodontitis,
and oral cancer, as well as therapies
(sealants,fluoride) and other relevant conditions
(toothwear,hypersensitivity). Additionally,
concepts such as the role of dietand nutrition in
oral health are discussed. Also covered are
oralcare products and new techological
developments in caries diagnosisand risk
assessment, periodontal disease and oral cancer,
as wellas new developments in home care
products. A valuable and comprehensive
companion that will appeal todentists and dental
hygienists, this helpful new book provides
itsreaders with one authoritative resource that
offers a reliable andhelpful companion to
practicing preventive dentistry.
Microbial Interventions in Agriculture and
Environment - Dhananjaya Pratap Singh
2019-11-16

Microbial communities and their functions play a
crucial role in the management of ecological,
environmental and agricultural health on the
Earth. Microorganisms are the key identified
players for plant growth promotion, plant
immunization, disease suppression, induced
resistance and tolerance against stresses as the
indicative parameters of improved crop
productivity and sustainable soil health.
Beneficial belowground microbial interactions
with the rhizosphere help plants mitigate
drought and salinity stresses and alleviate water
stresses under the unfavorable environmental
conditions in the native soils. Microorganisms
that are inhabitants of such environmental
conditions have potential solutions for them.
There are potential microbial communities that
can degrade xenobiotic compounds, pesticides
and toxic industrial chemicals and help
remediate even heavy metals, and thus they find
enormous applications in environmental
remediation. Microbes have developed intrinsic
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metabolic capabilities with specific metabolic
networks while inhabiting under specific
conditions for many generations and, so play a
crucial role. The book Microbial Interventions in
Agriculture and Environment is an effort to
compile and present a great volume of authentic,
high-quality, socially-viable, practical and
implementable research and technological work
on microbial implications. The whole content of
the volume covers protocols, methodologies,
applications, interactions, role and impact of
research and development aspects on microbial
interventions and technological outcomes in
prospects of agricultural and environmental
domain including crop production, plan-soil
health management, food & nutrition, nutrient
recycling, land reclamation, clean water systems
and agro-waste management, biodegradation &
bioremediation, biomass to bioenergy, sanitation
and rural livelihood security. The covered topics
and sub-topics of the microbial domain have
high implications for the targeted and wide

readership of researchers, students, faculty and
scientists working on these areas along with the
agri-activists, policymakers, environmentalists,
advisors etc. in the Government, industries and
non-government level for reference and
knowledge generation.
Plant-Growth-Promoting Rhizobacteria
(PGPR) and Medicinal Plants - Dilfuza
Egamberdieva 2015-02-07
This book describes the various applications of
microorganisms in improving plant growth,
health and the efficiency of phytochemical
production. The chapters trace topics such as
the role of PGPRs in improving salt stress and
heavy metal tolerance in plants; the prevention
and control of plant diseases; boosting soil
fertility and agriculture productivity; the
induction of secondary metabolite biosynthesis
in medicinal and aromatic plants; the
enhancement of phytochemical levels, and the
action mechanisms, diversity and
characterization of PGPRs. The reviews will be
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of interest for scientists in the fields of
agriculture, microbiology, soil biology, plant
breeding and herbal medicinal products.
What Is Real and What Is Not in the Global
FDI Network? - Jannick Damgaard 2019-12-11
Macro statistics on foreign direct investment
(FDI) are blurred by offshore centers with
enormous inward and outward investment
positions. This paper uses several new data
sources, both macro and micro, to estimate the
global FDI network while disentangling real
investment and phantom investment and
allocating real investment to ultimate investor
economies. We find that phantom investment
into corporate shells with no substance and no
real links to the local economy may account for
almost 40 percent of global FDI. Ignoring
phantom investment and allocating real
investment to ultimate investors increases the
explanatory power of standard gravity variables
by around 25 percent.
Women and the Circulation of Texts in

Renaissance Italy - Brian Richardson 2020-03-26
The first comprehensive guide to women's
promotion and use of textual culture, in
manuscript and print, in Renaissance Italy.
Giordano Bruno - Paul Richard Blum 2012-08
Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) was a philosopher
in his own right. However, he was famous
through the centuries due to his execution as a
heretic. His pronouncements against teachings
of the Catholic Church, his defence of the
cosmology of Nicholas Copernicus, and his
provocative personality, all this made him a
paradigmatic figure of modernity. Bruno¿s way
of philosophizing is not looking for outright
solutions but rather for the depth of the
problems; he knows his predecessors and their
strategies as well as their weaknesses, which he
exposes satirically. This introduction helps to
identify the original thought of Bruno who
proudly said about himself: ¿Philosophy is my
profession!¿ His major achievements concern
the creativity of the human mind studied
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through the theory of memory, the infinity of the
world, and the discovery of atomism for
modernity. He never held a permanent office
within or without the academic world. Therefore,
the way of thinking of this ¿Knight Errant of
Philosophy¿ will be presented along the stations
of his journey through Western Europe.
Salivary Diagnostics - David T. Wong 2009-03-16
Salivary Diagnostics surveys one of the most
exciting areas of research in oral biology.
Regarded as the mirror of the body, saliva has
immense potential to yield real clinical
improvements in our ability to diagnose, and
hence treat, oral and systemic conditions. The
composition of saliva and other oral fluids
reflects the tissue fluid levels of therapeutic,
hormonal, and immunological molecules, as well
as the presence of markers for systemic and oral
disease.
Cities - Ash Amin 2002-04-22
This book develops a fresh and challenging
perspective on the city. Drawing on a wide and

diverse range of material and texts, it argues
that too much contemporary urban theory is
based on nostalgia for a humane, face-to-face
and bounded city. Amin and Thrift maintain that
the traditional divide between the city and the
rest of the world has been perforated through
urban encroachment, the thickening of the links
between the two, and urbanization as a way of
life. They outline an innovative sociology of the
city that scatters urban life along a series of
sites and circulations, reinstating previously
suppressed areas of contemporary urban life:
from the presence of non-human activity to the
centrality of distant connections. The
implications of this viewpoint are traced through
a series of chapters on power, economy and
democracy. This concise and accessible book will
be of interest to students and scholars in
sociology, geography, urban studies, cultural
studies and politics. .
Renaissance Politics and Culture - Jonathan
Davies 2021-08-16
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Ten essays by eminent scholars in Renaissance
studies to celebrate the work of Robert Black.
These essays analyze education, humanism,
political thought, printing, and the visual arts
during this key period in their development.
Practice and Theory in the Italian
Renaissance Workshop - Christina Neilson
2019-07-18
Verrocchio worked in an extraordinarily wide
array of media and used unusual practices of
making to express ideas.
Acts of Care - Sara Ritchey 2021-03-15
In Acts of Care, Sara Ritchey recovers women's
healthcare work by identifying previously
overlooked tools of care: healing prayers,
birthing indulgences, medical blessings,
liturgical images, and penitential practices.
Ritchey demonstrates that women in premodern
Europe were both deeply engaged with and
highly knowledgeable about health, the body,
and therapeutic practices, but their critical role
in medieval healthcare has been obscured

because scholars have erroneously regarded the
evidence of their activities as religious rather
than medical. The sources for identifying the
scope of medieval women's health knowledge
and healthcare practice, Ritchey argues, are not
found in academic medical treatises. Rather, she
follows fragile traces detectable in liturgy,
miracles, poetry, hagiographic narratives,
meditations, sacred objects, and the daily
behaviors that constituted the world, as well as
in testaments and land transactions from
hospitals and leprosaria established and staffed
by beguines and Cistercian nuns. Through its
surprising use of alternate sources, Acts of Care
reconstructs the vital caregiving practices of
religious women in the southern Low Countries,
reconnecting women's therapeutic authority into
the everyday world of late medieval healthcare.
Thanks to generous funding from the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, and its participation in
TOME (Toward an Open Monograph Ecosystem),
the ebook editions of this book are available as
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Open Access (OA) volumes from Cornell Open
(cornellopen.org) and other Open Access
repositories.
Epic Arts in Renaissance France - Phillip John
Usher 2014
Studies the relationship between epic literature
and other art forms (painting, sculpture,
architecture) in the French Renaissance,
exploring the paradox that the heroes and
themes in the art of the period are widely
celebrated while the literary epics are largely
unread.
The Butchering Art - Lindsey Fitzharris
2017-10-17
The gripping story of how Joseph Lister’s
antiseptic method changed medicine forever
Knitting Technology - David J. Spencer 1989
Recent Trends in Fuel Cell Science and
Technology - S. Basu 2007-10-20
This book covers all the proposed fuel cell
systems including PEMFC, SOFC, PAFC, MCFC,

regenerative fuel cells, direct alcohol fuel cells,
and small fuel cells to replace batteries.
Provincial Families of the Renaissance James S. Grubb 2019-12-01
Distinguished by its clarity and eloquence, this is
a superior work of historical writing and analysis
that merits comparison with the best
monographs on the social history of Renaissance
Italy."—Gene Brucker, University of California at
Berkeley
Food Supplements Containing Botanicals:
Benefits, Side Effects and Regulatory
Aspects - Patrizia Restani 2017-10-27
This book provides a detailed analysis of the
scientific, technical and regulatory aspects of
plant food supplements designed for integration
into the normal diet. Each contributor is
involved in the European Plant LIBRA project,
and the chapters summarize the results of the
project while integrating further research on
botanical supplements. With its focus on the
epidemiology, risk assessment and evidence
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based approaches, this text presents a unique
and comprehensive overview of botanical food
supplements, from their production and
chemistry to their side effects and regulatory
aspects. Food Supplements Containing
Botanicals: Benefits, Side Effects and Regulatory
Aspects begins by outlining the general aspects
of food supplements, before examining quality
and risk assessment of food supplements with
botanicals. The following chapters focus on
sources, models and human studies which
support health claims for these supplements,
followed by chapters outlining side effects and
potential causes for concern. The issue of
increasing consumer expectations is also
explored, with methods for meeting these
expectations provided. In presenting this wellrounded and up-to-date collection of information
on botanical supplements, this book is of great
importance to food industry professionals
working with botanical supplements.
Handbook on Natural Pigments in Food and

Beverages - Reinhold Carle 2016-04-20
Handbook on Natural Pigments: Industrial
Applications for Improving Food Colour is
unique in its approach to the improvement of
food colors. The book is written with industrial
applications in mind, with each chapter focusing
on a color solution for a specific commodity that
will provide food scientists with a one-stop,
comprehensive reference on how to improve the
color of a particular food product. The first
section of the book looks at the legal frameworks
which underpin natural food colorings, also
investigating the consumer expectations of food
color. The second section of the book focuses on
specific industrial applications of natural
colorants with chapters covering the use of
natural colorants in aqueous food products,
cereal-based foods, and meat products, amongst
many other topics. The various pigments which
can be used to effectively color these
commodities are presented with information on
safety and testing included throughout. The final
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section in the book looks at recent developments
and future perspectives in natural food
colorings. There are chapters which cover the
health benefits of natural pigments, the use of
novel fruits and vegetables in pigments, and
stable natural solutions for blue colorings.
Presents recent advances in consumer demand
and worldwide legislation regarding natural food
colorants Discusses the use of natural food
colorants for one specific product category per
chapter rather than one pigment class per
chapter – this makes the book extremely useable
for industrialists working in a specific sector
Contains a comprehensive array of productspecific coloration approaches, from using
pigment-enriched feed additives to the direct
addition of color formulations
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
and its Applications - Andrzej Lasia
2014-06-17
This book presents a complete overview of the
powerful but often misused technique of

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS).
The book presents a systematic and complete
overview of EIS. The book carefully describes
EIS and its application in studies of
electrocatalytic reactions and other
electrochemical processes of practical interest.
This book is directed towards graduate students
and researchers in Electrochemistry. Concepts
are illustrated through detailed graphics and
numerous examples. The book also includes
practice problems. Additional materials and
solutions are available online.
The Agency of Things in Medieval and Early
Modern Art - Grażyna Jurkowlaniec 2017-09-22
This volume explores the late medieval and early
modern periods from the perspective of objects.
While the agency of things has been studied in
anthropology and archaeology, it is an
innovative approach for art historical
investigations. Each contributor takes as a point
of departure active things: objects that were
collected, exchanged, held in hand, carried on a
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body, assembled, cared for or pawned. Through
a series of case studies set in various geographic
locations, this volume examines a rich variety of
systems throughout Europe and beyond.
Microbial Strategies for Crop Improvement Mohammad Saghir Khan 2009-08-25
With an ever-increasing human population, the
demand placed upon the agriculture sector to
supply more food is one of the greatest
challenges for the agrarian community. In order
to meet this challenge, environmentally
unfriendly agroch- icals have played a key role in
the green revolution and are even today
commonly recommended to circumvent nutrient
de?ciencies of the soils. The use of ag- chemicals
is, though, a major factor for improvement of
plant production; it causes a profound
deteriorating effect on soil health (soil fertility)
and in turn negatively affects the productivity
and sustainability of crops. Concern over
disturbance to the microbial diversity and
consequently soil fertility (as these microbes are

involved in biogeochemical processes), as well
as economic constraints, have prompted funmental and applied research to look for new
agro-biotechnologies that can ensure
competitive yields by providing suf?ciently not
only essential nutrients to the plants but also
help to protect the health of soils by mitigating
the toxic effects of certain pollutants. In this
regard, the role of naturally abundant yet
functionally fully unexplored microorganisms
such as biofertilizers assume a special
signi?cance in the context of supplementing
plant nutrients, cost and environmental impact
under both conventional practices and derelict
environments. Therefore, current devel- ments
in sustainability involve a rational exploitation of
soil microbial communities and the use of
inexpensive, though less bio-available, sources of
plant nutrients, which may be made available to
plants by microbially-mediated processes.
Malware Analyst's Cookbook and DVD Michael Ligh 2010-09-29
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A computer forensics "how-to" for fighting
malicious code andanalyzing incidents With our
ever-increasing reliance on computers comes
anever-growing risk of malware. Security
professionals will findplenty of solutions in this
book to the problems posed by viruses,Trojan
horses, worms, spyware, rootkits, adware, and
other invasivesoftware. Written by well-known
malware experts, this guide revealssolutions to
numerous problems and includes a DVD of
customprograms and tools that illustrate the
concepts, enhancing yourskills. Security
professionals face a constant battle against
malicioussoftware; this practical manual will
improve your analyticalcapabilities and provide
dozens of valuable and innovativesolutions
Covers classifying malware, packing and
unpacking, dynamicmalware analysis, decoding
and decrypting, rootkit detection,memory
forensics, open source malware research, and
much more Includes generous amounts of source
code in C, Python, and Perlto extend your

favorite tools or build new ones, and
customprograms on the DVD to demonstrate the
solutions Malware Analyst's Cookbook is
indispensible to ITsecurity administrators,
incident responders, forensic analysts,and
malware researchers.
Strategic Communications for Nonprofit
Organizations - Sally J. Patterson 2009-02-10
How a nonprofit s strategic communications
department defines its issues and policies
determines whether the public views it as an
effective organization. Strategic
Communications for Nonprofit Organizations,
Second Edition supports nonprofits in using
their resources most effectively. The Second
Edition includes a dedicated web site, equipping
professionals with the worksheets, forms,
surveys, and self-assessment tools needed to
create a total communications plan. Plus, the
book s step-by-step instructions demonstrate
nonprofit communications strategies that work.
Practical and clear, this in-the-trenches book
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provides nonprofit CEOs with expert insights to
achieve their mission.
Petrarch's Humanism and the Care of the Self -

Gur Zak 2010-05-17
In this book, Gur Zak examines two central
issues in Petrarch's works - his humanist
philosophy and his concept of the self.
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